the Pygmalion impulse in this examination of historical preservation and the Zwinger because in my research on Dresden I have been struck by the role sculpture and a sculptural concept of architecture there have come to play.
To the best of my knowledge, the place of the Pygmalion impulse in the context of the historic preservation of sculpture in the public realm has yet to be explored. In part this may be a consequence of the necessary shift from private, individualized viewing of the largely autonomous sculptural object, which is the primary domain of the Pygmalion paradigm in art critical and theoretical discourse, to public viewing of sculpture in public spaces. If it considers it beyond the eighteenth century and into modernism at all, recent scholarship on the Pygmalion paradigm or the Pygmalion effect tends to consider sculpture in the public realm as mediated by film, both internally and externally, its internal audience thus becoming aligned with the film's audience. Kenneth Gross begins his book The Dream of the Moving Statue, with the opening scene of Charlie Chaplin's City Lights (1931) where the tramp is discovered sleeping on an outdoor sculpture as it is being unveiled in a public dedication ceremony. 7 A mythological model of unveiling and spying upon a desired sleeper (Diana and Endymion, Amor and Psyche) is used here to juxtapose the private and public spheres. However, both the sculpture and the tramp seem to have slept and abruptly woken, and now frantically interact before an appalled audience. The comic effect stems from the unexpected compatibility between the incompatible components of this event. Victor Stoichita ends his The Pygmalion Effect: From Ovid to Hitchcock with Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo (1958) . 8 With George Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion (1916) in its background, the film figures the Pygmalion myth through a man's passionate, deluded, and relentless effort to force a woman into a desired form and identity, which requires her complicit acting and self-transformation. This happens in public indoor and outdoor spaces such as the museum, a Spanish mission's park, a parking lot, and an apartment building corridor, depending as it does on her studied gait, gestures, and general comportment, which are always on display and consciously performative, never unguarded. In his The Sculptural Imagination from Winckelmann and Canova to Merleau-Ponty and Hesse, Alex Potts has gone beyond this scholarly attention to film, where the shift from private to public remains largely ancillary to the authors' interpretative concerns. 9 Potts examines several loosely aligned developments in the sculptural imagination and in the viewing of sculpture from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries: from the autonomous sculptural object to the sculpted environment or 'installation-oriented sculpture'; from the private, individual encounter and contemplation of sculpture to a public or publicised individual viewing of publicly displayed and contextualised sculpture; from sculpture's 'mythic status as an art of stable embodiment' inviting and sustaining aesthetic contemplation of its 'affective and conceptual power' to its permeation by an 'increasingly pervasive and unrestricted process of commodification, consumption and capital accumulation'. Rather than harbouring nostalgia for Winckelmann's, Herder's or Diderot's encounters with sculpture, 10 Potts is concerned about what he calls the 'constant erosion of any fixed mediation between the individual and the public arena'. 11 We may well ask whether halting such erosion is not only one of the goals of historic preservation but also integral to its ethical dimension. If so, the Pygmalion impulse in historic preservation may be expected not solely to will and force disintegrating or damaged and incomplete works back into their former completeness and perfected form, but to provide a model of self-assertion from the practice of viewing sculpture, especially where, as was the case in Dresden, a vast area of urban rubble had to be elevated to the dignified status of cultural ruin to transform the task of reconstruction into one of preservation, in short, to make it imaginable, worthwhile, and feasible.
12 It seems as if such an elevation even had to be exemplified by sculpture in the public realm, as if the human survivors of Dresden's destruction had been too damaged to do so or as if only sculptures retained some of the virtues of Jürgen Habermas' vision of the public sphere that had evolved in the Age of Enlightenment. 13 Certainly, after World War II, but already in early twentieth-century Dresden, faith in sculpture's capacity to manifest such values was visible in photographs of sculptures, as if these were really tableaux vivants or attitudes of paradigmatic human actions, affects, concepts, thus functioning as these salon diversions did in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
14 With these thoughts in mind, let us look at the famous photograph of a sculpture atop the tower of Dresden's city hall which Richard Peter (1895 -1977) took for his important photo-book of 1949, titled Dresden: Eine Kamera klagt an (Dresden: A Camera Accuses) (Fig. 4) . 15 In this image, Peter Pöppelmann's 1910 sculpture of 'Benevolence' gestures towards the destroyed city. Her gesture seems both gentle and mournful and only in this sense an accusation. However, it was as an accusation that the photograph came to be used on dust jackets of both West and East German books about the bombing of Dresden, such as Axel Rodenberger's Der Tod von Dresden of 1951. Soon the image was updated, showing the result of what since has been called the 'second destruction of Dresden', the unnecessary levelling of ruins and damaged buildings, following the Second Party Congress of the SED, the Socialist Unity Part of Germany, in 1958, which declared an end to the post-war period in East Germany (Fig. 5) . 16 Yet, another updated version shows the building boom following German reunification in 1990. There, juxtaposed with so much glitz, the sculpture looks helpless and shabby, having lost a hand, and lost touch with the city.
The juxtaposition of 'before and after' images is a contrasting frame that can be exploited with great rhetorical and emotional effect on its audience. On a simple level, we can compare Bellotto's painting with today's tourist image of the Elbe panorama, which now once again includes the reconstructed Frauenkirche, or Church of Our Lady (Fig. 6) , often referred to metonymically by its dome's approximate sculptural shape, the so-called 'steinerne Glocke', or 'stone bell'. 17 The Lutheran Frauenkirche was designed and built by the carpenter-architect George Bähr between 1726 and 1743. The church actually withstood the bombing on 13 and 14 February 1945, and collapsed the next day as a result of a fire inside. Its so-called 'archaeological reconstruction', which took place between 1994 and 2005, drew much national and international attention and itself became a major tourist attraction.
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The primary landmark in Dresden's history, however, is the Zwinger, which Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann (1662 -1736) designed in 1709 and built between 1711 and 1728 (Fig. 7) . Its elaborate programme of both decorative, or engaged, and free-standing sculptures as well as fountains was designed by Balthasar Permoser (1651 -1732) and executed by himself, his workshop, and his three assistants in this project, the master sculptors Christian Kirchner (1691 -1732), Paul Heermann (1673 -1735), and Benjamin Thomae (1682 -1751), Paul Egell (1691 -1752) -then temporarily in residence, and numerous sculptors of later generations.
19 By one account, there are 850 sculptural elements in the Zwinger, among them about 300 free-standing mythological or allegorical figures and vases, although estimates vary. The Zwinger served as the orangery, pleasure palace and festival arena of the Dresden Court during the successive reigns of the two electors of Saxony, Friedrich August I and his son Friedrich August II, who from 1697 were also kings of Poland and better known by their royal names, August II, 'the Strong' (1697 -1733), and August III (1734 -63). The Zwinger's supreme moment of court representation came in 1719, when, three quarters finished, one quarter simulated in temporary wooden festival architecture, it served as a frame for festivities related to August III's marriage with the Habsburg crown princess Maria Josepha. On this occasion, the Zwinger was to represent and support Saxony's ambitious hope for the Imperial crown. As Thomas daCosta Kaufmann observed about this apogee of Saxon royal power and imperial ambition: 'The nymphs and satyrs by Permoser and his assistants that decorated its façades seem the perfect spectators for events that occurred within'. 20 Put differently, the marriage celebration of 1719 was an instance in which the Pygmalion impulse realised itself. These sculptures were imaginary spectators, under whose gaze the carefully choreographed court festivals took place. Accordingly, Johann Michael von Loën wrote in 1718 of life at the Zwinger: 'Everyone plays, one watches, one plays along, one is being played. Ludendo ludimur'; that is, 'Playing one is being played. Acting one is being acted'. 21 Other instances where the Pygmalion impulse can be projected in the Zwinger are in the process of historic preservation.
Ruined, but only partially destroyed, the Zwinger was rebuilt immediately after World War II in the first decades of the German Democratic Republic, a process largely completed by 1963. Thereafter, it served as a favourite public recreation area and as museum space, a function its four pavilions had always had, while being admired in its own right as a great work of art. Before I turn to how we might think of the Pygmalion impulse as being at play in its restoration during two successive moments in its history, the decades before World War II and the decades following it, an account of its early building history is in order. Upon Peter the Great's victory over the Swedes on 8 July 1709, August the Strong resumed his title as King of Poland, decided to cast his military advisors' concerns to the wind, and to have his own design, the 'Zwinger-garten', built right on top of Dresden's ramparts to the West of the city. One can still see this unusual grafting (Fig. 8) . 22 The king commissioned Pöppelmann for the project and also sent him to Prague, Vienna, and Rome to study modern and ancient court architecture. Twenty years later, in 1729, Pöppelmann published the finished Zwinger in an elaborate and large print portfolio (64.8 × 44.4 cm) containing plates of the floor plan, gates, galleries, fountains, and the designs for the North side, which in 1728 was provisionally closed with a temporary wooden structure. The title page shows among other elements the ambitious plan supplementing the Zwinger with a new palace, and also Hercules delivering one of the orange trees for the 'Zwinger-garten'. Hundreds of orange trees were housed in the Zwinger's semi-circular galleries during the winter, and inhabited the courtyard along with its sculptural programme during the summer (Fig. 9) . Pöppelmann also included, in French and in German, a dedication to the king and an explanation, according to which the Zwinger and its sculptural programme served three purposes. First, it represented the king's triple power and responsibility as imperial elector, king of Poland, and imperial vicar after Emperor Joseph I's death. It did this literally through emblems, coat of arms, and insignia, most notably the giant blue and gold Polish crown atop the crown gate, and also numerous Polish eagles and Imperial double eagles and references to royal orders. Secondly, the Zwinger represented August the Strong's power allegorically in a programme that celebrated the king as Hercules Saxonicus completing the labour of obtaining the golden fruit of the Hesperides, hence the Zwinger's guise as the Garden of the Hesperides. It is inhabited by numerous mythological beings from all registers of Greco-Roman mythology, some of them Olympian gods, but most nature divinities, such as nymphs, satyrs (Fig. 10) , and fauns, in an environment full of fountains and galleries, gates, and pavilions done in stalactite rustication. As later commentators have observed, in this way the Zwinger engaged the senses of sight and touch, but also smell (orange trees), and hearing (water). 23 Thirdly, the Zwinger represented August the Strong's commitment to the arts and to court culture in emulation of the ancient Roman emperors who built arenas and theatres, fountains and baths, gardens and grottoes, all of which Pöppelmann trusted that he had successfully and felicitously combined in the Zwinger, albeit in a contemporary style ('die heutige Bauarth'). 24 He considered the sculptures' primary function rhetorical: 'Thus the building's external stylistic appearance consists entirely of decoration with, as it were, speaking creations.' 25 That is to say, their task was to enunciate and represent the aforementioned three functions of the Zwinger: political representation of power, allegorical praise of ruler and dominion, and worthy modern imitation of the ancients. However, as Pöppelmann's own publication suggests, this may well be what he says in the introduction, but that is not all that he intended. The engravings show a remarkably playful mingling of numerous staffage figures with the sculptural programme; the figures are smaller than the sculptures but cohabit comfortably with them. Pleasure and play here seem to illustrate Loën's coinage, 'ludendo ludimur'. Moreover, Pöppelmann was well aware of the inventive and serious play between the Zwinger's three functions, as for example, in the sculptural enactment of the Judgment of Paris atop the Wallpavillon ('Rampart Pavilion'), where a very young August the Strong, in the guise of Paris, is about to hand not the golden apple, but the Polish crown to Venus. We can give two accounts of this group (Fig. 11 ). Either we can see the figure of Paris as a portrait of August the Strong, in short, 'Paris-Augustus', 26 or we might think of it as fictionalising the Pygmalion impulse, for the young Elector of Saxony and King of Poland here begins his reign as he enters and emulates an iconography that was very familiar in Saxony from Lukas Cranach's many depictions of the Judgement of Paris. However, Paris-Augustus' substitute prize in this beauty contest, the Polish crown, is truly an object of exchange. Here, Venus promises Paris not the love of a woman, but rather the love of a vastly enlarged dominion now encompassing Saxony, Poland, and Lithuania, as if, by way of August the Strong's own Pygmalion impulse and sheer hubris, he could and would mould them into his own creation. Thus Pöppelmann and Permoser play with the eighteenth-century 'Zankapfel', the apple of contention, namely natural resource-rich Silesia, just as their patron had decided to play with and on the ramparts of Dresden. Like Homer's Paris, little did any of them anticipate the many wars to come. Such an insertion of Pygmalion into an account of the Zwinger's allegorical meanings, of course, belongs to its rhetorical functions; as such, it would seem to be the opposite of Herder's ideas about Pygmalion as a paradigm for self-realisation and assertion of self in relation to other. This paradigm seemed to manifest itself solely in the creative relationship between sculptor and sculpture or the recreative encounter of viewer and sculpture. In short, it is predicated upon individuation and aims at truthful identification. How, then, can the Pygmalion impulse be said to operate in the context of 'Bauplastik' or monumental sculpture? My earlier examples, the sculpture called Benevolence atop Dresden's city hall and the Frauenkirche perceived as a bell of stone, treat monumental sculpture rhetorically -the one synecdochically, the other metonymically -such that in the first instance one single monumental sculpture and in the second instance the perception of a building as a single sculptural object come to stand for the entire monument and its civic and religious functions. These examples thus do not include the plurality of sculptural presence found in the Zwinger. However, an iconographic tradition of representing and understanding the Pygmalion impulse, which demonstrates this step from single, or autonomous, sculpture to multiple and monumental sculpture, emerged in the work of the printmaker Johann Wilhelm Baur (1600 or 1607 -1640 or 1642). Baur made an immensely influential series of 151 etchings of Ovid's Metamorphoses, first published in Augsburg in 1639, which was reissued several times in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 27 In Baur's Pygmalion (Fig. 12) , the protagonist(s) have several doubles or echoes elsewhere in the image, which has a wide horizontal format. On the left is a large palace courtyard with decorative sculptures atop the building and a fountain with a Rape of Proserpina or other such sculpture group in the manner of Bernini. Out there Pygmalion is a kneeling supplicant praying to Venus on her dove-drawn chariot high in the sky. Courting peacocks next to the fountain contrast with its struggling sculpted couple and further suggest either sinful pride or the soul's immortality. On the right is a studio looking much like an open stage set. And there Pygmalion is at work on his statue's left shin while also looking up to her face turned towards him as if in mutual recognition as the sculpture is coming to life. Further back is a bedroom scene in which the lovers passionately embrace. This print attracted the attention of the Bavarian sculptor Ignaz Günther (1725 -1775), who in his own etching of 1769 ( Fig. 13) refers to Ovid filtered through modern theatrical versions of the Pygmalion myth, including, possibly, Rousseau's, and who edits Baur's version by omitting the bedroom scene and replacing the indoor studio by an outdoor studio. 28 Günther's Pygmalion works in an open colonnade whose To situate Baur's and Günther's prints, which envision Pygmalion in the context of monumental sculpture production, in their larger cultural contexts of court culture and courtly sculpture commissions, we should remember the many connections between Munich's and Dresden's courts in the eighteenth century. They include intermarriage and subsequently the Saxon crown prince's and his family's exile in Munich during the Seven Years War. They also include a shared pride in the Bavarian sculptor Balthasar Permoser, among whose best collaborators on the Zwinger's monumental sculpture was Paul Egell, with whom Günther trained briefly in Mannheim in 1752, before moving on to the art academy in Vienna. And it is again useful to recall Herder's praise of Dresden as the Florence on the Elbe. The subtitle of his Sculpture, Some Observations on Shape and Form from Pygmalion's Creative Dream indicates Herder's argument for tactile seeing: sculpture is a sensual art to be touched by the beholder. In the preliminary sketches Herder wrote in Paris in 1769, one of them subtitled 'Thoughts from the Garden of Versailles', he emphasises that touch and the sensation of touch have essential epistemological meaning, more so than vision. 29 That the multitude of garden sculpture at Versailles should have inspired these ideas to him allows the inference that Dresden's 'Zwinger-garten' would have sustained them as well.
On the basis of numerous travel accounts, city guides, letters, and journal entries, we can state that the strictly rhetorical reading suggested early in the century by Pöppelmann's text was rare. There were times when the sculptures were ignored or, beginning in the 1780s, critically rejected as overly ornate, but whenever they were attentively viewed, they were regarded with lively, sensual engagement and often with an appreciation of their humour, wit, and, always, their unsurpassed quality as secular sculpture in the German lands. Permoser's success in Saxony especially in terms of the playful and transgressive aspects of his sculptures was deeply indebted to his Bavarian origins and the beginnings there of ecclesiastic Bavarian Rococo sculpture. 30 Permoser clearly demonstrated this connection in his expressive religious sculptures in Dresden, both for the Catholic court's church interiors and private devotion.
Among 31 Her account of the Zwinger merits quotation at some length:
Probably no building in Dresden may so well as the Zwinger serve to link us twentieth-century mortals with a more graceful age. Conceived at a time . . . when measured formality was in France and neighboring countries yielding to natural ease, the Zwinger stands to us for a fine freedom, for rich invention, for enchanting gaiety. And yet in its heightened charm, the architecture of Pöppelmann has lost no whit of the balanced proportions of a preceding period. The windows are somewhat larger, -obliging the lovers of light and open air -but through the medium of ornament, they are so knitted together with the roof . . . that a harmonious ensemble is secured.
Of the sculptures she writes:
The details of sculpture on the Zwinger, particularly on the court facades, are a study in themselves. Roguish fauns laughingly or with mock seriousness support the stone weight above them . . . elfish beauties peep at us from festooned cornices. If . . . we ascend the steps of the "Wallpavillon" (Fig. 14) , -thus scaling the old ramparts -and from there descend at length into the "Nymphenbad" (Fig. 15) , we shall sense how these eighteenth-century court-folk -though they were panting for more air and movement and light -remained to the core creatures of the salon: the salon has merely been enlarged, and burdensome etiquette has been lightened. Through the open doors, through the friendly windows, one could spring into the outer salon of stone and verdure, where dolphin fountains play. Where water nymphs guard the bath, where the stamp of stage order underlies all exuberance. This is not nature, -only as nature has draped art: surely it was never so natural -never so beautiful as now that time has softened it. 32 Among the elements that literally softened the Zwinger's appearance in 1908 was a Romantic interpretation of the Zwinger-garten that had led to filling in the moat and turning the outer ramparts into an English Garden. And the long neglect of the Nymphenbad had turned it into a picturesque ruin but which Endell imagined as a lively outdoor salon (Figs 16 and 17) . By then Gottfried Semper's massive Gemäldegalerie of 1847 -1854 enhanced the sense of a fragile, miniaturized, and enchanting Zwinger from another world (Fig. 7) . Only Jean-Louis Sponsel, in his classic monograph of 1924, observed that the Zwinger's gracefulness was no longer baroque. 33 Most authors hesitate or even vehemently reject the idea of calling the Zwinger early Rococo. It is in the context of describing it in such terms that Mary Endell also acknowledged that war and violence had affected the Zwinger. She praises the Wallpavillon as 'the most exquisite of the entire Zwinger chain. This twelve-sided jewel is more finished than its vis-à-vis of similar outlines. It has, too, been less impaired and restored, having been sheltered from the agitated history of its partner'. 34 Endell thus offers an anthropomorphic account of the two gates, one closer to nature, containing and surrounded by fountains, artistically more sophisticated, and sheltered from violence, the other closer to the city, ringing bells and telling time, artistically simpler and bearing the scars of history (Fig. 2) . 35 The Wallpavillon's beauty and its exceptional challenge to sculptors in the service of historic preservation would repeatedly become the topic of expert discussion, once the Wallpavillon could not be sheltered from adversity.
'In the war he suffered much but he has fairly recovered by now'. The subject of this sentence is not a person, but a building, the Zwinger in Dresden, gendered masculine in the German language. And the war referred to is not World War II, but the Seven Years War of 1756 -1763 whose traces elsewhere in the city Bernardo Bellotto also recorded in paintings and prints (1765 -1766). The writer of the sentence is Johann Christian Hasche, author of the Detailed Description of Dresden . . . with all its external and internal objects of interest . . . , published in two volumes in 1781 and 1783. 36 In his preface Hasche praises the city's 'patriots', 'who more than once saved Dresden from its fall' and from its 'ruins and mountains of rubble'.
37 I now turn to some of the most important of these 'patriots', though mainly from a later age.
Prior to the bombing resulting in its partial destruction in 1945, the Zwinger had just been thoroughly restored. This was its fourth restoration, the first being the one praised by Hasche in 1781 -1783, the second the one following the Napoleonic Battle of Dresden in 1813, the third necessitated by the Revolution of 1849 which used the Zwinger as a battle field. The fourth restoration took place between 1924 and 1936 under the auspices of Dresden's first Institute for Historic Preservation (Landesamt für Denkmalpflege), which grew out of the 'Zwingerbauhütte' (Zwinger workshop) and was founded especially for this restoration purpose. As the institute's founder and Saxony's first state conservator Walter Bachmann (1883 -1958) put it in 1924: 'Today the Zwinger is, to the expert's eye, a ruin, and threatens to be apparent as such also to the layperson, namely, to collapse soon. This is the naked truth that not only concerns Saxons/Saxony [Sachsen]'. 38 The direct influence of the architectural historian Cornelius Gurlitt (1865 -1938), founder of historic preservation in Saxony and among the first to recognize Saxony's baroque architecture, was crucial. 39 The man who led the restoration was the architect and architectural historian Hubert Ermisch (1883 -1951), who had written his dissertation in architectural history under Gurlitt. By all accounts Ermisch completely identified with the Zwinger restoration project. He stimulated and took very seriously the interest of Dresden's population in it, inviting people to tour the site during restoration, a practice revived during the recent reconstruction of the Frauenkirche. Photographs of the Zwinger courtyard in 1926 show workers and citizens going about their everyday lives among the sculptures set up there for restoration or replacement, matched by their new doubles (Fig. 18) . Ermisch published progress reports in local newspapers, a practice continuing in Dresden to this day, and also, mid-way into the restoration, a guide to the Zwinger, with a preface by Gurlitt, in which, almost echoing Hasche's words of 1781, both appeal to Dresden's 'patriots'. Gurlitt writes: 'Dresden has an obligation to the Zwinger of which it must always be aware'. 40 Ermisch puts it more emphatically, committing himself to an ethics that twenty years later would guide his rescue of the Zwinger after 1945: 
The Pygmalion Impulse in Historic Preservation
It is precisely this circumstance, that here a cultural creation of supreme importance has been preserved in spite of all the storms that had raged through it, which obliges us to hold all hands over it, to do everything that will guarantee its existence for future generations. 41 Ermisch made controversial decisions, such as digging out the Zwinger's ramparts and moat and restoring the Nymphenbad, by then, as we have already seen, a landscaped ruin. He supported the extremely controversial juxtaposition of some of the remaining eighteenth-century statues of nymphs in the niches of the Nymphenbad's South side with modern versions in a part naturalistic, part expressionistic style, on its North side (Fig. 19 ). These were designed by the sculptor Georg Wrba (1872 -1939), originally from Munich and by then a Professor of sculpture at Dresden's Art Academy. 42 Wrba had actually first been in charge of the Zwinger restoration in its entirety, an assignment that suggests an uncertainty as to whether to consider the Zwinger primarily a work of sculpture or a work of architecture. Ermisch and Wrba had major disagreements that soon led to an exchange of roles, with Wrba now serving as artistic collaborator in the area of sculpture. Subsequently, they evidently collaborated well and Ermisch defended the sculptor and his controversial work. Public opinion supported them: 'Fortunately, one did not restrict oneself to slavishly imitating the old sculptures . . . but gave artists the opportunity to create something new'. whether, just as Winckelmann had argued, successful imitation was autonomous and could speak for itself. 44 The debate also involved some of the key elements of Herder's book, Sculpture, recasting the Pygmalion impulse as a concept of imitation in historic preservation. In a letter Gurlitt sent to the 'Monument Council' (Denkmalrat), when he had to miss a meeting (24 August 1929), he writes:
Hubert Georg Ermisch
One has to understand that in questions of art there are no decisive laws. All aesthetic theory is the attempt to crystallize such a theory out of an analysis of existing art, but each time a new art also topples the old [aesthetic] laws. When the Gemäldegalerie was built to close the Zwinger courtyard, one believed that the Zwinger was atrocious, but Semper's museum building a masterpiece, . . . The modern artist finds both the Zwinger and the Gemäldegalerie atrocious, and so does the not-modern artist everything the moderns create.
[The] task of the Monument Council is the preservation of the old. ( . . . ) for we have no power to correct the history of the past.
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Unless Gurlitt misspoke here, he suggests that unlike the history of the past the future history of the present could be influenced. If so, his student Ermisch's decisions regarding the Nymphenbad may be seen as such an influence on its future reception. In this case, the Pygmalion impulse refers to the active shaping of the history of the present through sculpture and through the pairing of eighteenth-century sculpture with modern sculpture. Let us now The Pygmalion Impulse in Historic Preservation consider this pairing (Figs 20 and 21) . Both sculptures show figures in action and motion. Permoser's Nymph going to her bath steps gracefully down into the water, while slowly removing her clothing, baring her right breast and her left leg and looking pleased into the distance or across the imaginary body of water or to the nymphs across the courtyard. Wrba's Nymph going to her bath thrusts her left hip and right knee out as she steps down and energetically throws off drapes which never seem to have been held together by a belt and brooch of the kind we see in Permoser's work. She, too, seems pleased in anticipation of her bath and looks down at the rim of the imaginary body of water which the folds of her billowing drapes make us imagine as an agitated element, more great lake than pond. Permoser's nymph is still more dressed than undressed; Wrba's nymph looks naked and just framed by billowing drapes. Permoser's nymph suggests the ideal female nude; Wrba's nymph is a strong, all but idealized woman with muscles and ample belly and thighs. While Permoser's sculpture is organised around and along a vertical axis, thus effecting the nymph's calm serenity, Wrba's sculpture is quite dynamic and inscribed into a sweeping semicircular shape anchored by the figure's right foot and downward gaze. One work looks slow, the other fast; and so forth. Each nymph corresponds to the other by both resemblance and contrast, while also belonging to her own time, Permoser's to the early eighteenth-century courtly Garden of the Hesperides, Wrba's to Dresden as one birthplace of German modern art, especially Expressionism, somewhat inflected here by a Futurist dynamism. 46 In his guide to the Zwinger, Ermisch twice mentions that Balthasar Permoser boasted of having carved the herms on the Wallpavillon without an intermediate model, directly from the block. In other words, they were true originals, directly issuing from the artist's creative imagination, sculptural skill, and, as Ermisch notes, muscular strength. They were Permoser's creations in more than one sense: This method of working: to develop his artistic ideas directly from within the cubic block of stone given to him by the architect. This seems to have been his strength. This made him the most suitable partner for the architect. And this explains the secret of how at the Zwinger sculpture and architecture are so brilliantly integrated.
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If this feat of direct carving was the guiding principle, though perhaps not the historical truth, then indeed Ermisch could argue that the sculptures designed by Wrba and carved by his students and the Nymphenbad's architecture and its extant sculptures were integrated through a spiritual affinity and seemingly mutual imitation. They manifest a symbiotic inter-subjectivity that subsequently would invite less a viewing of than a viewing with them. By the same token, a sceptic could argue the opposite. Such a sceptic was the art historian H. A. Fritzsche. In his critical review of the Zwinger restoration in the newly founded Zeitschrift für Denkmalpflege, he rejected the combination of Permoser and Wrba as a 'Mischmasch', a tasteless mix, and advocated that casts be made from surviving sculptures and from replacement models. 48 Ermisch responded in the next issue: 'Casting in stone is using cement and thus an ignoble material, which is a horror for the artist'.
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Supplementation of sculptures should be in stone and by an artist, 'von Künstlerhand':
Decorum is a matter of artistic tact. That the artist allows this decidedly modern "note" to resonate with the original must be very welcome, [and is] especially in keeping with the idea/sense of historic preservation.
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The main difference between the two men was that for Fritzsche only a cast replica brought one close to the spirit of the original and it alone was modern in the good sense of the 1920s, an 'age of [the] highest technological refinement'. 51 For Ermisch, it was the resonance and correspondence of inner artistic spirit across the divide of three centuries, a spirit conveyed and experienced through the sculptor's touch that most counted in imitation, not a statue's external similarity. This possibility of a modern resonance with the past was proof of the Zwinger's authentic life in the present. Put differently, Wrba's works, whether Ermisch himself liked them or not, truly realized the power of the Pygmalion impulse in historic preservation.
These ideas of imitation under the gaze of the Zwinger's sculptural program were completely reframed after the bombing in February 1945. As one citizen described the situation: 'Why are we still alive? To wait for the Russians?' 52 One person who planned for their arrival was Hubert Ermisch. He survived the bombing and so did some of those who had worked with him on the Zwinger before the war. Soon after its partial destruction and while the war continued, they began to work on the Zwinger ruin (Fig. 22) , securing arches, filling in gaping holes in walls and roofs, covering galleries and collecting statues, thus accomplishing a considerable amount of work by 8 May 1945, the day the war ended for Germany on the Eastern front and Soviet occupation began. Those who collected the Zwinger's architectural and sculptural remains in the spring and summer of 1945 did so while perhaps still uncertain who among their friends, acquaintances, and neighbours survived, while others still collected corpses in Dresden's destroyed centre. Ermisch was quite aware of the delicate nature of this analogy. In letters to friends, among them builders, artists, plasterers, sculptors, and photographers, he was careful to ask about their family's fate at the beginning and towards the end to request their help and support or to turn to unfinished, pre-destruction business on the Zwinger. 53 Others in this period were less careful, occasionally seeking rather than avoiding the comparison and analogy of retrieval, thus inviting, at least in hindsight, ethical scrutiny for weighing human beings against works of art and for their allegorical identification of corpses and shattered sculptures with one another in a kind of macabre neo-baroque notion of an all-pervasive tragic fate. Richard Peter's photo book, mentioned at the beginning, may be seen as pursuing this last-mentioned choice for political ends. 54 Such poignant ambiguities were sharpened by the fact that under the Nazis Dresden's city government had carefully removed its art collections but neglected to protect the civilian population or plan for their evacuation. It was, then, perhaps to be expected that the new socialist government of the GDR (1949) would cast itself as truly humanist, as a government putting human beings first and things second, a position that bode ill for a structure like the Zwinger, a quintessential example of a pleasure-seeking feudalist past.
It is therefore truly remarkable that in June 1945, following his pre-war commitment to the Zwinger as well as a felicitous intuition or premonition, Ermisch took it upon himself to propose the reconstruction of the Zwinger to the new Communist municipal government which in August was to appoint Wil Grohmann, primarily known as a scholar of German expressionist art, to be in charge of cultural affairs. On 17 June Ermisch presented a document of touching simplicity and homemade, scrap-book quality. Apparently there were five copies of it. The copy I saw was bound with 'Leukoplast', a durable German medical tape. 55 A sign of necessity, not irony, the medical tape nevertheless also suggested a new role for Dresden's Pygmalion touch. On twenty-four pages, Ermisch proposes the immediate reconstruction of the Zwinger on the grounds that Dresden needed a cultural landmark by which it could be identified and with which its population could identify. Given that the Frauenkirche was a heap of rubble, only the Zwinger ruin could fulfil this function. He then proceeds to argue with technical facts and numbers, assuring his readers that the project was feasible, that the buildings could be secured and restored and also that approximately 850 sculptural elements could be restored or otherwise made use of. The majority of the brochure's pages consist of carefully chosen juxtapositions of 'before' and 'after' images of the Zwinger. Sometimes there are captions under each image, sometimes there is a caption beneath only one of a pair of images, leaving the other image to speak for itself or, as if following a photographic Pygmalion impulse, speaking in the name and form or imitation of its partner. The text is written in a style that in German one would call 'sachlich', that is, objective or to the point. Indeed what may be most striking about this brochure is the complete absence of any emotion from the text. The effect is that of a photo essay, in which the photographs of buildings and ruins, whole and mutilated sculptures come to life and themselves speak a rather emotionally charged language in the eyes and mind of their beholder. It appears that this was precisely what led to Ermisch's success. The initiative to reconstruct the Zwinger was possible only at that moment, and would soon become unthinkable, until perhaps the 1980s, by which time it would have been too late.
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The process of rebuilding and restoring the Zwinger began in the summer of 1945. It was largely dependent on low-tech means of construction and a shoestring budget, which for the first years was partly monetary, partly delivered in kind, that is, in the form of scaffolding and building materials of various sorts. Wages were lower than on other construction projects. Generally, poor health and nutrition led to the practice of growing vegetables in the Zwinger's courtyard (Fig. 23) , thus making it metaphorically and literally a source of sustenance. As Ermisch later explained, he and Albert Braun (1899 -1962), a sculptor who had lost his studio and all its contents in the bombing, decided to restore sculptures in stone, primarily, as he already had observed in 1928, because this was the only way to do justice to the task at hand. 57 With so much loss to deal with and so high a need to rely on memory, memory of the intact Zwinger's appearance and its sculptures and also of their restoration twenty years earlier, the 'idea of historic preservation' implied an unprecedented use of Pygmalion imagination. Apparently the reciprocity characterising the Pygmalion impulse now meant the most faithful restoration of the Zwinger through a sort of tactile memory and at the same time a healing process for those who brought it about. In the end this also entailed that Wrba's sculptures are again in their niches, in keeping with Gurlitt's definition of historic preservation as 'preservation of the old, . . . for we have no power over the history of the past'.
Photographs exist of Ermisch and his team in 1932, posing atop a building during the Zwinger's pre-war restoration (Fig. 24) and then in the Zwinger courtyard in 1951 (Fig. 25) , including some of the same men. In the first, three men pose with sculptures as in a casual group portrait. Ermisch stands proudly on the right, placing his right hand lightly in the sculpture's right hand in what looks like a mutual, cordial, perhaps ceremonial touch, whereas his two companions, cigarette in one hand, demonstrate a possessive grasp. In the later photograph, Ermisch is the only one seated, at age 68. The primary difference between these images stems from the circumstances of these individuals' lives, but it is also accountable in terms of their changed self-awareness as photographic subjects. In the image of 1951, the group does not mingle with the sculptures, perhaps even cannot do so, as if one (Fig. 26) . It offers a glimpse of the solace and hope the Zwinger restoration must have offered to Dresden's citizens at the time, as 'the work that allows for beauty to emerge in the heart' of the city, from 'the midst of Dresden's field of ruins'. 58 It appears that, rather than thinking of the friendly nymphs, lusty satyrs, and silly fauns as a surreal mockery of their fate, people once again experienced them as 'perfect spectators' who were witness to the Zwinger's inhabitants. Through the part reconstruction, part preservation of Pöppelmann's, Permoser's and August the Strong's Garden of Hesperides, 'every citizen was reconstructed, healed, encouraged'. 59 In 1950, when asked to provide a biographical essay for the purpose of gaining permission to hold a Zwinger lottery to raise money for its reconstruction, Ermisch wrote in the first person singular and described himself as a well-educated humanist. He also repeats what he wrote in the 1920s, namely, that then as now he decided to have the Wallpavillon restored last, because the artists doing the work needed years of practice and immersion in the material. 60 They needed to be ready for the superior task and quality of the Wallpavillon, so that once again it would be made truly by an artist's hand and touch, 'von Künstlerhand'. This was especially so now that Permoser's satyr herms had been so damaged. Ermisch was criticised for his autobiographical account, which was deemed not in the proper socialist style. Surprisingly, this critique came from one of Dresden's most venerated art and architectural historians and professionals in historic preservation, Fritz Löffler, who himself often opposed the city's new cultural politics. This 'patriot', as Hasche might have called Löffler in 1781, held that 'Herr Dr Ermisch was not a creative personality in the sense that his work grew from his creativity' and that instead his 'achievement lay above all in the technical rescue of the Zwinger'. 61 Artistic achievement lays solely with sculptors Georg Wrba before and Albert Braun after the war. Löffler dutifully added that in the GDR all served the 'Aufbau', the construction of the new socialist state. Put differently, Ermisch was not to hone his Pygmalion impulse, or at least not to write about it. To do so was now ideologically suspect in those who were not themselves artists, ostensibly because of its bourgeois and narcissistic goal of self-realisation. 62 None of this kept Ermisch from publishing the same year an essay about the Zwinger as 'a monument across times', which begins with the announcement: 'For Dresden more then ever the Zwinger will be the city's symbol'. 63 Such therapeutic invocation of art might well be taken as an unanticipated measure of success for the eighteenth-century theories of sculpture, imitation, and the Pygmalion impulse put forth by Herder and also by Winckelmann. Be that as it may, for the traumatised survivors of the Dresden bombing the Zwinger's aesthetics of pleasure was now inseparable from their historical and existential position. It is difficult to know to what extent it implied the claim of political innocence or the attempt at compensation for political guilt and personal failure. Even as in Hasche's terms of 1781 they were 'patriots' and in Ermisch's words of 1926 they felt an 'obligation to the Zwinger' and to 'future generations', one may assume that those restoring and rebuilding the Zwinger rebuilt themselves and also justified their own shattered or at least reduced lives and compromised values. If in the 1920s Wrba could with such self-certainty add a compelling modern note of artistic energy so as to contribute to the Zwinger's presence, evidently nothing came to mind between 1945 and 1963 when the Zwinger was finally finished. Adorno's abnegation of art was not an available reference in Dresden. Nonetheless, we may see in the absence of a modernising note, such as Ermisch's and Wrba's in the 1920s, the possibility that after 1945 no damaged artistic self could realise itself in the sense of Herder's Pygmalion 'naked truth' of a heightened positive self-awareness. At most one might consider the sense in which the Zwinger's conservator Bachmann had used the expression 'naked truth' in 1924, namely, of the plain bottom-line, warning of imminent collapse and the shattering touch of the ground. In post-war official language, a precarious balance was struck between evoking a sculpture and sculpted architecture 'filled with the pulse of warm life', and claiming that in the melancholy appearance 'of a ballroom at dawn' with 'ghostly liveliness, a time speaks to us when Dresden was an enchanted land surpassing the dreams of ancient poets'. 64 But this 1955 appropriation of a sentence from Carl Justi's 1866 biography of Winckelmann could only have served to cement the undifferentiated cold war perception of Dresden as victim. 65 To consider the Zwinger's situation after German Reunification at least briefly in the end, I should like to return to Alex Potts' dialectical suggestion that sculpture's 'stable embodiment' is life-asserting in a given viewer's present and presence, even if that embodiment is one of past, myth, or purely imaginary humanity sculpturally stilled and brought to life. 66 It must be acknowledged that the Dresden Zwinger now lacks or resists any of the critical functions of later twentieth-century public sculpture wherever it served to invert the subject -object positions, which Michael North has argued is the case in work as different as that of Hans Haacke and Maya Lin. 67 Certainly, each restoration of the Zwinger seems to invite a heightened expectation of things to come and also an archeological perception of the past. Yet, the sculptures produced in Permoser's and Wrba's workshops, respectively, may by now have assumed a phenomenal sameness in most viewers' eyes, a fusion which suspends their once evident triangulated reflexive relationship. In such viewing a critical moment is lost, along with the specificity of the debate that in 1924 resulted in their juxtaposition maintained in the fifth 1940s and -50s restoration. The 1990s saw yet another, partial restoration of the Zwinger, including the Zwinger's Glockenspielpavillon by 1995 as well as the ongoing preservation and recreation of individual sculptures, such as the Polish crown, Paris-Augustus' prize (Fig. 27) . Such work continues unspectacularly as it does at any European sandstone cathedral workshop. An interview conducted in 1991 with the sculptor Knut Rost of the Zwingerbauhütte, then in the Frauenkirche project's shadow, is instructive. Rost, daily working to preserve some originals and to recreate others from new blocks of sandstone, argues for the acceptance of sandstone sculptures' transience and against chemical or biological efforts to freeze their lives, 'lift them above time' and make them last: 'Everything and everyone has the right to age'.
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Accordingly, the goal of the contemporary sculptor at work on the Zwinger's preservation would have to be that his work should merely slow down this process of ageing and thus go unnoticed. Rost's modest position excludes any public visibility of the Pygmalion impulse, perhaps counting the latter among efforts to halt or freeze what he understands as a natural process. Instead he suggests that in historic preservation the difference and distance between the present and the past are solely bridged by self-effacing artistic skill. Interpretations of its results will thus lack the authenticity with which a publicly demonstrated Pygmalion impulse infused them in the early twentieth century's fourth Zwinger restoration. Then such authenticity relied on the visible assertion of the present and the recognised disruption of any appearance of historic seamlessness as well as on the perceptible mediation, reflection, and dialogue between past and present. 68 . Benjamin Walther, 'Lernen, mit der Vergänglichkeit umzugehen: Bildhauer Knut Rost hat eine eigene Sandstein-Philosophie gefunden', Die Union, no. 155, 6 and 7 July 1991, p. 12.
